1. Story:
David Stevens is a pole inspector at City Power Electricity Company. His
daily work is to inspect electricity poles in Eastern Burwoods area. Every Morning
inspection planners dispatch pole inspection list to him. The pole inspection list
contains the address of each pole to be inspect. Based on the inspection List,
David drives company car to finish inspection task.

During the inspection, he check the condition of these poles, update poles information. If
he find a pole data is missed in the pole information database, he will raise a request to

maintain the pole mast data. He also need to fill out the form to collect the pole information
If he find a maintenance service need be taken for a pole, he will raise a maintenance
request to work center.

David Stevens need a mobility App to assist him to finish the pole inspection job. He also

need the mobility App can connect to City Power SAP system and exchange the data with
SAP system.

2. Persona

David Stevens

35 year old, 10 years with City
Power

Ensure all electricity poles in Eastern
Burwoods are in good condition
Routine inspection for poles
Repair poles and change device in poles
Request maintenance or replacement of
poles

Inspect poles on regular
basis
Update Pole information
Report pole condition
Raise maintenance request

Pole Inspector

Reduce network outage time
Maintain good condition of poles
Complete regular pole inspection

Not able to get pole information in the field
Not able to update pole information in the
field
Not able to raise maintenance request for
pole in the field

Regional technical
manager, customers
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3. User experience journey

4 Point of view

David Stevens, an electricity pole inspector, need a mobile APP with integration with
Google Maps and SAP ERP system so that he can find the pole location immediately,
update pole information, maintain poles.
5 Mockup Screen
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Study link for Design Challenge

https://standard.experiencesplash.com/home/projects/5808b65afac46fe
20bac0821/research/participant/5fe439c6b8e444cc0bb17dc7
Youtube Link for Develop Challenge
https://youtu.be/8GBNDcy57ks

Developed APP in SAP HANA Trial Cloud

https://zinspectpole-p1941100862trial.dispatcher.hanatrial.ondemand.com
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